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This is the second part of two. Part 1 was published November 3.

Hegel’s idealism

Robert Stern’s contribution to The Cambridge Companion to Hegel and Nineteenth-Century Philosophy on the broad subject of Hegel’s idealism is an effort to sort out precisely what the great German philosopher’s idealism amounted to. While it is certainly clear from a materialist perspective that Hegel was an idealist, it is by no means a simple matter exactly what this means.

According to Stern, Hegel is an idealist thinker in two slightly different, but closely related senses. His claim is that Hegel “is an idealist in his special sense, of holding that ‘the finite is ideal,’ and (therefore) an idealist in the more classical (antinominalist) sense of holding that taken as mere finite individuals, things in the world cannot provide a satisfactory terminus for explanation, but only when they are seen to exemplify ‘universals, ideal entities’ … which are not given in immediate experience, but only in [reflective] thinking about phenomena.” (172)

In order to understand these two senses of idealism at work in Hegel, it is helpful to refer to a passage from the Science of Logic which Stern quotes more fully in his essay: “The proposition that the finite is ideal [idell] constitutes idealism. The idealism of philosophy consists in nothing else than recognizing that the finite has no veritable being [wahrhaft Seiendes]. Every philosophy is an idealism, or at least has idealism for its principle and the question then is how far this principle is actually carried out. This is as true of philosophy as of religion, for religion equally does not recognize finitude as a veritable being [ein wahrhaftes Sein], as something ultimate and absolute or as something undeived, uncreated, eternal …

“A philosophy which ascribed veritable, ultimate being to finite existences as such, would not deserve the name of philosophy; the principles of ancient or modern philosophies, water, or matter, or atoms are thoughts, universals, ideal entities, not things as they immediately present themselves to us, that is, in their sensuous individuality—not even the water of Thales. For although this is also empirical water, it is at the same time also the in-itself or essence of all other things, too, and these other things are not self-subsistent or grounded in themselves, but are posited by, are derived from, an other, from water, that is they are ideal entities.” (SL 154-155)

When he says that the “finite is ideal,” Hegel means that objects, the ordinary, everyday things one encounters are not purely material, but are, in some sense, actually constituted by ideas. Of course, for Hegel these are not just any ideas, but the conceptual categories worked out in the Science of Logic. These concepts are not concepts that operate only in human reason, but the concepts to which reason is led necessarily by reflecting on the mere idea of being. These concepts are objective, and all objects are constituted by some combination of them, depending on what sort of things they are, that is, by their concrete character. Furthermore, since all these concepts are moments of the Absolute Idea, or the Hegelian infinite, these objects are related to and owe their reality to the Absolute.

Nominalism is the philosophical position that universals—abstract concepts like red, sweet, or good that are applied to many things—do not actually exist in themselves, but that there are only individual objects and properties. According to nominalists, these “universals” are only words we use to group similar characteristics as a convenience. Historically, idealism has been connected with a position of anti-nominalism (a position also somewhat perversely known as realism) by holding that these universals are just as real, if not more so, than material objects.

Hegel is opposed to nominalism, in its modern forms often associated with empiricism, because it supposedly follows that there is no essential unity to the world and no fundamental relationships between objects. Rather, there are only individual things which are associated, at best, only contingently. A philosophy built on such a premise (which ascribed veritable being to finite things) would be, for Hegel, a non-philosophy.

This is because any investigation which considered only these things would be incomplete, it would not have the conceptual resources to fully explain the way the world works. For all previous philosophy, what explains why things are what they are, and how they are able to relate to each other, is some principle or other, such as atoms, matter, or (for Thales) water. What these things all have in common is that they are conceptual abstractions—atoms and matter as such have not been perceived, nor has water in the way it is conceived of by Thales to be the essence of all things. But as opposed to finite material things, which in their course come to be and pass away, this infinite matter, or atoms, or water, does not, and is thus what is truly real.

Although he treats some intriguing questions, it must be frankly noted that Stern’s essay is not very helpful for someone interested in the nature of Hegel’s idealism. He is writing in a philosophical milieu itself steeped in idealism, and which denies this more or less consciously. This makes it impossible for him to formulate an objective initial characterization of idealism.

Stern rejects early on a somewhat promising line of investigation, in which Hegel is an idealist due to his view of “the absolute mind as the
transcendent cause or ground of the world,” because it would amount to a
rejection of Kant’s separation of appearances and things-in-themselves,
and a return to a “pre-critical” metaphysics. Not only is this a
fundamental error regarding Hegel’s relationship to Kant, which passes
over his devastating criticisms of the Kantian system, it also leads Stern to
embark on an essay in which a concept of idealism is sought in Hegel’s
own work, a strategy that is problematic, to say the least.

Far more valuable is the characterization of Hegelian idealism made
by the Soviet philosopher Evald Ilyenkov, in his book Dialectical Logic
(1974). In that remarkable work Ilyenkov explains how human thought
could be transformed by Hegel into the impersonal and God-like
Absolute, imposing itself on all human actions and history:

“Hegel actually counterposed man and his real thought to impersonal,
featureless—‘absolute’—thought as some force existing for ages, in
accordance with which the act of ‘divine creation of the world and man’
had occurred. He also understood logic as ‘absolute form,’ in relation to
which the real world and real human thought proved to be something
essentially derivative, secondary and created.

Ilyenkov argues that Hegel’s specific form of objective idealism
converted thinking into a new deity, into a force existing outside
humanity and dominating it. However, Hegel’s illusion in this regard did
not constitute simply a borrowing from religion, or a mere unfortunate
recurrence of religious consciousness, as Feuerbach suggested, but came
from a more profound source.

The Soviet philosopher continues: “Under the spontaneously
developing division of social labour there arose of necessity a peculiar
inversion of the real relations between human individuals and their
collective forces and collectively developed faculties, i.e. the universal
(social) means of the activity, an inversion known in philosophy as
estrangement or alienation.”

Certain universal modes of action were organized as special social
institutions, established as trades and professions—as a type of caste with
its own specific language, traditions and so on—and other structures of an
impersonal, featureless character.

Ilyenkov goes on: “As a result, the separate human individual did not
prove to be the bearer, i.e. to be the subject, of this or that universal
faculty (active power), but, on the contrary, this active power, which was
becoming more and more estranged from him, appeared as the subject,
dictating the means and forms of his occupation to each individual from
outside. ...

“The same fate also befell thought. It, too, became a special occupation,
the lot for life of professional scholars, of professionals in mental,
theoretical work. Science is thought transformed in certain conditions into
a special profession. … The scientist, the professional theoretician, lays
down the law to them [ordinary humanity] not in his own name,
personally, but in the name of Science, in the name of the Concept, in the
name of an absolutely universal, collective, impersonal power, appearing
before other people as its trusted representative and plenipotentiary.

“On that soil, too, there arose all the specific illusions of the
professionals of mental, theoretical work, illusions that acquired their
most conscious expression precisely in the philosophy of objective
idealism, i.e. of the self-consciousness of alienated thought.” (Dialectical
Logic, Chapter 7)

Ilyenkov here is operating with a much more precise and profound
conception of idealism, in which, first of all, the fundamental criterion
separating idealism and materialism is the question of whether thought
(spirit) or nature is considered primary and which is secondary. On this
basis is it easy for him to establish that Hegel is an idealist, and through a
materialist understanding of history, he is able to explain the specific
nature of Hegel’s idealism which separates it from all others.

Yet, Ilyenkov’s work is almost entirely ignored amongst professional
philosophers, as is the work of a number of other Soviet philosophers who
made important contributions to philosophy, even while working under
the restrictions imposed by the Stalinist regime. This continued blockade
on these Soviet thinkers can only be regarded as intellectual bad faith, and
represents a kind of dishonesty to the thinking public they pretend to
address.

Mysticism and Hegel’s philosophy of nature
The essay “Hegel and Mysticism” in The Cambridge Companion, by
Glenn Alexander Magee, concerns itself with the mystical sources of
some of Hegel’s conceptions. Perhaps more than any other, this essay
expresses the retrograde intellectual trends that are aired in prominent
philosophical venues without significant comment or opposition.

Magee’s work is similar to that of Frances Yates and Betty Jo Teeter
Dobbs, in that it attempts to reinterpret the work of a historical figure
associated with the progressive development of scientific thought as an
essentially religious thinker, thus attributing to religion a progressive role
in historical development.

It is of course commonplace in Hegel commentaries to refer to the
mysticism of his system, but as Magee points out, while this
characterization may be used to evoke the obscure, confusing, or
religiously inspired aspects of his thought broadly considered, it is also
true that certain ideas of his find their source in religious mysticism more
narrowly conceived.

The most obvious influence of this sort on Hegel was the early 17th
century mystic Jakob Boehme. Boehme, a “shoemaker in Goerlitz in
Lusatia on the border of Bohemia,” supposedly had a vision in the year
1600, which he subsequently elaborated in a number of writings. (257) As
Magee states: “Central to Boehme’s thought is a conception of God as
dynamic and evolving. Rejecting the idea of a transcendent God who
exists outside of creation, complete and perfect, Boehme writes instead of
a God who develops Himself through creation. Shockingly, Boehme
claims that apart from or prior to creation, God is not yet God. What
moves God to unfold Himself is the desire to achieve self-consciousness,
and the mechanism of this process was thought by Boehme to involve
conflict and opposition ... The process of creation and of God’s coming to
self-consciousness, eventually reaches consummation with man.” (257)

It would be difficult to dismiss the influence this idea had on Hegel.
Instead of God, Hegel typically refers to the Absolute, but Hegel’s
Absolute must, like Boehme’s God, come to self-consciousness in order
to be the Absolute. This process occurs through the conflicts and
oppositions which develop themselves through the stages, first of Logic,
then of Nature, then of Spirit (human reason in history), finding full
expression in the development of art, religion, and philosophy and
culminating in the cognition of the Absolute in its complete development.
If Magee was merely pointing out that the most openly mystical and
religious aspects of Hegel’s system were borrowed from earlier writers,
we could move on from this unsurprising finding without further ado.

However, Magee clearly has a more ambitious agenda in mind. In his
concluding paragraph he writes: “Modern historians of philosophy
naturally have viewed their subject matter through the same progressive
optic, as reason asserting its autonomy and progressively dispelling the
darkness of superstition. But if the very idea of the autonomy and
progressive unfolding of reason has deeply irrational roots, than perhaps
history is better understood as Heidegger saw it, not as an intelligible
progression from superstition to reason, but merely as a random and
contingent succession of superstitions, the most stubborn of which are
those that present themselves as most rational.” (280)

Although Marxists reject the idealist Hegelian conception that history is
the byproduct of reason unfolding itself, the great advance that Hegel
represented for a scientific understanding of history was the idea of a
logic to historical development, and not just a series of contingent events
affected by important individuals, and punctuated by ineffable horrors.
Magee not only rejects Hegel’s rational, albeit idealist, understanding of history (including the history of thought), he rejects any rational understanding of history, including a Marxist, materialist one. With this, he places himself in the camp of the postmodernists and other opponents of the Enlightenment for whom the very idea of progressive historical change is anathema and who, in the final analysis, give theoretical cover to reactionary and backward forces.

Instead of a positive characteristic of his thought, the impact of mysticism on Hegel should rather be understood in the context of the legacy of German political and economic backwardness. Although the ideas of the Enlightenment had exerted a powerful influence, Germany remained a patchwork of independent and semi-independent states under the rule of petty monarchs, each with its own laws and traditions, both secular and religious. This disunity impeded the development of bourgeois social relations and the accompanying rationalization of production on the basis of natural science, through which the latter is powerfully confirmed in practice.

Practical and scientific activity dissolves the basis upon which theory is led to mysticism, but the objective basis for this was still lacking in many respects in the Germany of the late 18th century. Hegel could still hope to mediate between the old traditions, however obscure or irrational, and the new spirit of the Enlightenment being brought into Germany, which he did precisely by bringing out the rationality implicit in the former, and arguing for their reform on the basis of the new ideas.

That Hegel could even attempt such a reconciliation is due in no small part to his excellent grasp of, respect for, and interest in the newest scientific thought and achievements, whose development he did not attempt to forestall through the use of mystical or pre-scientific ideas, although many people through the years have suspected him of attempting to do just that.

Kenneth R. Westphal’s piece in this volume dispels much of the ignorance concerning Hegel’s goals and methods in his Philosophy of Nature, the second part of his Encyclopedia of the Philosophical Sciences. Historically, this work has often served as supposed proof of Hegel’s charlatanry as a thinker and prima facie evidence for considering all of his work highly suspect, due to its supposed a priori encroachments on the scientific process and employment of concepts such as teleology.

Most intellectual defenders of Hegel have considered the work an embarrassment, and so it has remained largely ignored even though it is vitally important to his system as a whole, providing the link between the Logic and the Philosophy of Spirit (the human-centered investigations).

But the common view of Hegel as being either hopelessly clueless about science or willfully malicious is unfounded. As Westphal points out, based on recent research, Hegel was “deeply versed in the natural science of his day, as well as any nonspecialist possibly could be.” (284)

Furthermore, he “taught calculus and understood mathematics well enough to have an informed reasons for preferring French schools of analysis, particularly LaGrange’s.” (284) Newton’s theory of universal gravitation was enormously impressive to Hegel, and turns out to have been an influence on his development of dialectics, specifically in its positing of the interrelatedness of all things.

Among the most famous of Hegel’s supposed transgressions against science is his criticism of Newton. Although long seen as a laughably misguided intervention, Edward C. Halper attempts to reconstruct Hegel’s argument and explain why it is a plausible criticism of Newton if it is correctly understood. Hegel’s criticism is based on the nature of matter assumed (but not stated explicitly) in Newton’s three laws of motion and the nature of matter implied by the theory of universal gravitation. (320)

The basic idea is that the ‘law of inertia,’ asserts that matter in motion or matter at rest would remain so, unless acted upon by an outside body.” (320) Matter by implication is not active, but rather passive, and requires the application of force by something else for motion and change. Newton’s second and third laws carry the same assumptions. The consequence of this view is that “the entire universe requires an external agency as the source of its initial motion: hence, Newton posits God.” (322)

But this view of matter contradicts the view of matter implicit in the law of gravity. As Halper states, “According to this law, every bit of matter exerts a force of attraction toward every other bit of matter ... All matter by its nature falls, or rather propels itself toward other matter.” (322) In other words, matter, by exerting the attractive gravitational force, is active. Hegel’s resolution of this contradiction, essentially, is to propose that “inertial motion is elliptical motion around a center of gravity,” such as that manifested by the orbits of the planets in the solar system. (335)

The nature of matter is to move elliptically, as suggested by Kepler, and not rectilinearly. Most interesting about the view of matter that emerges is its dialectical character. Since gravity attracts the parts of a single body towards a center by the same principle that it moves towards other bodies, its nature is thus “to move away from itself and seek to be other than itself ... matter’s inner nature is its motion toward a point outside of itself.” (334)

That Hegel would be so concerned with the findings of natural science and place the philosophy of nature as the central section of his Encyclopedia is not at all surprising. However, one cannot rely on his own explanation as to why this is so, namely that science represents a higher development of the Absolute, and thus of human reason. On the contrary, the centrality of science in Hegel’s work has a great deal to do with the powerful impetus given by the development of the forces and relations of production.

As Engels quite aptly remarked, “during this long period from Descartes to Hegel and from Hobbes to Feuerbach, these philosophers were by no means impelled, as they thought they were, solely by the force of pure reason. On the contrary, what really pushed them forward most was the powerful and ever more rapidly onrushing progress of natural science and industry. Among the materialists this was plain on the surface, but the idealist systems also filled themselves more and more with a materialist content and attempted pantheistically to reconcile the antithesis between mind and matter. Thus, ultimately, the Hegelian system represents merely a materialism idealistically turned upside down in method and content.” (Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of Classical German Philosophy, Ch. 02)

Conclusion

Unfortunately, there is a clear tendency in many of the contributions to view Hegel’s philosophy as suitable for the present day, without acknowledging the criticism and challenges posed by Marxism, let alone the manner in which Marxism surpassed it. Due to this rejection of the most important and profound materialist development of Hegelian philosophy, the various interpretations inevitably place more emphasis on the mystical and idealist aspects of Hegel, i.e., the backward aspects, than is warranted by Hegel’s own writings, by more or less openly drawing on Kant.

This tendency is nowhere more pronounced than among social and political philosophers, where it finds expression in the attempt to theorize a kind of “updated” liberalism—in other words, a capitalism “reconciling the best aspects of liberal social thought, including its concern for the rights and dignities of individuals, with the human need for deep and enduring communal attachments,” as Frederick Neuhouser puts it. (204)

Recognizing that capitalism is deeply corrosive to social harmony, the scholars imagine that if only the requisite social institutions were implemented along the Hegelian model, the excesses of capitalism could all be avoided through various forms of regulation, oversight, and above all, by providing the means for the moral development of citizens. This is,
to put it mildly, a fantasy, and is merely a more sophisticated version of the liberal idea that the state is a neutral arbiter between classes, and that the problem with capitalism is individual capitalists, and not the profit system itself.

Although a number of essays in this collection are quite good and represent advances in Hegel scholarship, notably the essays dealing with Hegel and science, the book as a whole is profoundly flawed. Contemporary philosophy does not have the cultural resources to honestly approach these questions, and is severely hampered by widespread idealist and subjectivist outlooks and methodologies.

Concluded
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